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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10338-10012
Mr. John Wright  
FOIA and Privacy Act Coordinator  
Central Intelligence Agency  
Washington, D.C. 20505

Dear Mr. Wright:

While processing the JFK Assassination Records Collection Act, the FBI identified two classified documents originated by this office that contain information that may be of concern to your agency. The following documents are being referred to your office for consultation:

(1) CIA's Role in the Support of Presidential Foreign Travel, October 16, 1964.

(2) An Internal OMB Memorandum on Presidential protection on foreign travel, November 9, 1964.

Please review the documents and provide me with your recommendation regarding declassification and release. Please return the documents, and your response with all applicable exemptions cited, to Mr. Arnold E. Donahue, NEOB Room 8215, no later than November 15, 1993.

Please contact Mr. Arnold E. Donahue on 202-395-4800 should you have any questions or concerns regarding this matter.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Darrell A. Johnson  
Deputy Assistant Director  
for Administration

Enclosures

I/R-93/S-473

CLASSIFIED BY: MULTIPLE SOURCES  
DECLASSIFY ON: OADR
Dear Mr. Johnson:

This is a response to your letter of November 5, 1993, to Mr. John Wright, the Information and Privacy Coordinator for CIA.

In regard to the first document you cite—"CIA's Role in the Support of Presidential Foreign Travel," dated October 16, 1964—we have determined that it may be released in full under the terms of the JFK Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992. (CIA has in fact already released in full an identical copy of this document from Agency files, which copy was delivered to National Archives in August, 1993. It may be identified at NARA by CIA's Box # Osw15, Folder # V56B1, Document ID # 1993.06.30.11:13:04: 680700.)

CIA's Historical Review Group has no objection to the release in full by the Office of Management and Budget of the second document you cite—the internal OMB memorandum "Presidential protection on foreign travel," dated November 9, 1964.

We enclose your documents, appropriately stamped. Thank you for affording us the opportunity of reviewing these documents.

Sincerely,

John S. Carver
Historical Review Group

Enclosures

UNCLASSIFIED
WHEN SEPARATED
FROM ENCLOSES

SECRET
23 November 1993

Center for the Study of Intelligence

Mr. Darrell A. Johnson
Deputy Assistant Director
for Administration
Office of Management and Budget
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D.C. 20503

ATTN: Mr. Arnold E. Donahue
NEOB Room 8215

Dear Mr. Johnson:

This is a response to your letter of November 5, 1993, to Mr. John Wright, the Information and Privacy Coordinator for CIA.

In regard to the first document you cite—"CIA's Role in the Support of Presidential Foreign Travel," dated October 16, 1964—we have determined that it may be released in full under the terms of the JFK Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992. (CIA has in fact already released in full an identical copy of this document from Agency files, which copy was delivered to National Archives in August, 1993. It may be identified at NARA by CIA's Box #OSW15, Folder #V56B1, Document ID #1993.06.30. 11:13:04:680700.)

CIA's Historical Review Group has no objection to the release in full by the Office of Management and Budget of the second document you cite—the internal OMB memorandum "Presidential Protection on Foreign Travel," dated November 9, 1964.

We enclose your documents, appropriately stamped. Thank you for affording us the opportunity of reviewing these documents.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

John S. Carver
Historical Review Group

Enclosures

UNCLASSIFIED WHEN SEPARATED FROM ENCLOSURES

Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505
(703) 351-2698 Fax (703) 243-8343

SECRET